
Up Close & Personal with Ankush

InfoBuzz : What is the sweetest memory from your childhood days ? 

Ankush Somani : Spending 2 months of summer holidays at Nani’s place. We used to 
play indoor, outdoor games, street games and get so many things to eat - what else 
does a child want.

IB : If you had to describe your life in 20 words or less, what would you say?

AS : Most daring always speaks the truth. Believe in karma and be a helping hand to 
everyone.

IB : What is your time management mantra ?

AS : I don't follow time management, I just go along with time and it fits perfectly most of the  time.

IB : How do you balance personal and professional life?

AS : I have weekends for personal life and rest of the week for professional life. 

IB : What is one thing you hate most ?

AS : Struggling to be on time - to catch a bus, train or flight. Even after a lot of planning, sometimes I end up 
in this situation!

IB : What is your favourite pastime?

AS : Spending time with plants, fixing any electrical, mechanical issue of the house. It balances the mind and 
gives me another perspective of life and thoughts.

IB : If you had to live the life of a celebrity, who would it be and why?

AS : Akshay Kumar! He has a perfect family, perfect health and is a good human being.

IB : What do you enjoy cooking most?

AS : Sweets - Carrot Halwa.

IB : What if you had 6 months of paid vacation? Where would you travel?

AS : Blue Lagoon, Iceland, European Countries, Australia, Israel.

IB : What's the one thing you like about Infoglen?  

AS : Open culture, Taking care of Employees, Gifts and Goodies !!

Ankush Somani, our Salesforce Developer from Bangalore 
shared insights from his personal life.
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Ankush Somani

What’s Hot @ Salesforce

Techtalk

Salesforce Developer Experience or Salesforce DX is a set of tools and features that 
improve the efficiency of development during the application lifecycle. It includes a 
“powerful command line interface and open APIs” which allows the developer to 
write their own script and automation. To start with Salesforce DX, you need to 
install JDK, Visual Studio Code and, Salesforce CLI. Salesforce CLI is a 
command-line interface that simplifies development and builds automation when 
working with your Salesforce org. You need to enable Dev Hub features in 
Salesforce org so that you can create and manage scratch orgs, create and manage 

second-generation packages, and use Einstein features. Following are some of the features provided by 
Salesforce DX:-

1. Scratch Orgs: Scratch org is a 
source-driven, fully configurable 
org. We can spin up a scratch org 
within a few seconds. The scratch 
org definition file is a blueprint for a 
scratch org, which contains the 
features, configurations and 
preferences. Say, you want to 
enable the multi-currency feature, 
you can specify that in the scratch 
org definition file. Scratch org can be 
used for implementation, testing, 
POC, continuous integration. 

Scratch org is a disposable org, with a default expiration date of 7 days. You set the expiration date between 
1 to 30 days.

2. Source Driven development: Salesforce DX gives an opportunity to shift how you manage the source of 
truth for your project. In a project development lifecycle, for a team of developers, the source of truth is any 
environment that contains the stable, latest build of their project. It may or may not be in the same sandbox. 
Instead of piecing together the state of various environments, with Salesforce DX, your team can get the 
latest versions from a centralized source control system, like Git.

3. Unlocked Package: With unlocked packages, Salesforce DX helps to shift to a new way of managing 
releases and the changes you make in your org. Unlocked packages (suited for internal business apps) follow 
a source-driven development model where the source of truth is your version control system. Unlocked 
packages help you to add, edit, and remove metadata in your org in a trackable way. You can install an 
unlocked package to multiple orgs, and upgrade your Salesforce apps easier and faster. Unlocked packages 
can be created with or without a namespace. To create unlocked packages, you need to enable the 2nd 
generation package and require Salesforce CLI to generate it.

4. Salesforce CLI and Continuous Integration (CI): Continuous integration (CI) is a software development 
practice in which developers regularly integrate their code changes into a source code repository. To ensure 
that the new code doesn’t introduce bugs, automated builds and tests run before or after developers check 
in their changes. With the introduction of the DX CLI, Salesforce has opened up the possibility of 
automating deployment. Because Salesforce functionality can be performed via the command line, these 
commands can be scripted and executed from a variety of CI/CD tools. For example: when code is pushed to 
the master branch, you can create a github action to create a scratch org, deploy your code to a newly 
created scratch org, run all apex test classes and then delete that scratch org. 

Salesforce DX requires heavy use of instruction from the command prompt, which makes things a bit 
different for the administrators. Some user-friendly features are yet to come up on this platform.

Salesforce DX: Build Together and 
Deliver Continuously 

Avneet Kaur, our Salesforce Consultant from New Delhi, talks about 
Salesforce DX and its features.
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Vaccine management is a hot topic in enterprise software. While the world is recovering from the 
unexpected massive hit, companies need a technologically advanced and stable infrastructure to comply 
with it. Salesforce announced the Vaccine cloud in February 20201 to strategically manage, distribute and 
deploy Covid 19 vaccines through its customer 360 platforms. 

If you think Vaccine Cloud sounds like a new world solution, here’s what you should know!

Top 10 Reasons to Choose Salesforce Vaccine Cloud 

What is Salesforce Vaccine Cloud?

Avneet Kaur

Get a comprehensive view of complete vaccine management through a single dashboard and make 
data-driven decisions as required.

Get a faster response on who, how, and when to get your employees vaccinated.

Ensures availability and maintenance of vaccine doses through robust inventory management.

Single cloud solution for managing, prioritizing, and delivering supplies/vaccination.

Ability to manage vaccine distribution with centralized capabilities to reach a larger audience in a short 
time.

AI and data-driven tools to analyze, assess, manage and monitor community-wide vaccine results.

Access to pre-arrival screenings to promote safe vaccination and to avoid the on-site bottleneck.

Accurate capturing of Vaccine delivery information and to deal with the administrations with digital 
consent.

Availability of digital health credentials to show proof of vaccinations.

100% digitized approach towards vaccination that allows managing data and insight along with alerts on 
rescheduling, the second dose of vaccine, and re-stocking of equipment.

With the new normal in place, your business needs a new working model and so do your employees. Join 
hands with the Salesforce Vaccine cloud to increase vaccine literacy, track and understand how vaccination 
can impact your reopening plans, integrated digital health technologies, and make your space a safer place 
to work.

An event for Admins, Developers, Consultants & Architects, working on the Salesforce platform .
Featuring expert-led discussions, success stories, musical performances, product announcements and 
demos.

Webinars & Events

Get Ready for Salesforce Trailheadx 2021!

Click here to registerhttps://www.salesforce.com/trailheadx

Vaccine Cloud

More than 40 international and government agencies are already using Salesforce to 
manage and deploy Vaccination

Poll

We know that Salesforce Lightning is the way forward. So, what is stopping organisations from migrating to 
Lightning? To understand which possible factors are affecting organisations’ decision to migrate, Infoglen 
conducted a LinkedIn survey of the Salesforce ecosystem: 

InfoQuiz

InfoQuiz May

Answers of April Quiz

There are 5 seriously harmful materials in your computer

1) Chromium - found in the metal plates and housing of the actual computer, as well as circuit boards, 
switches and relays. Metal plates use this to harden and protect it from corrosion. If not disposed of 
properly, Chromium can cause DNA damage. If it reaches the bloodstream, it damages blood cells by 
oxidation reactions, which consequently can cause kidney and liver failure. 

2) Beryllium - Motherboards and connectors often contain beryllium. Though some (appx 35 
micrograms) beryllium is found in the human body, and this much is not considered harmful. Chronic 
berylliosis is a pulmonary and systemic granulomatous disease caused by inhalation of dust or fumes 
contaminated with beryllium. 

3) Cadmium - commonly found in chip resistors, semiconductors, infrared detectors, stabilizers, cables 
and wires. The lamp used to illuminate the PC screen is likely to have a coating inside the screen made 
from cadmium. The most dangerous form of exposure to cadmium is inhalation of dust, fumes or 
ingestion that can result initially in metal fume fever but may progress to chemical pneumonitis, and 
pulmonary edema. 

4) Mercury - Circuit boards, switches and relays contain mercury. 

5) Lead - Older cathode-ray tube monitors may contain up to eight pounds of lead. Newer LCD and 
flat-panel monitors typically don’t have this much lead. It also can be found in circuit boards. Exposure 
to high lead levels can cause severe damage to the brain and kidneys in adults or children and ultimately 
cause death. In pregnant women, high levels of exposure to lead may cause miscarriage. Chronic, 
high-level exposure has been shown to reduce fertility in males as well. Lead also damages nervous 
connections (especially in young children) and causes blood and brain disorders.

What are the hazardous components in your computer, and how can they harm you ?

How was Salesforce performance in the 2021 financial year which got over on 31st Jan 2021 ?

What was Salesforce CRM market share globally; and how did its top 4 competitors do in 2021 ?

How was the break up of Salesforce's revenues in terms of type of offerings and geographies ?

How many companies did Salesforce acquire in 2021 fiscal ?

In 2021 how many people were working in Salesforce ?

Gary Starkweather who worked in Xerox's product development department, had the idea of using a 
laser beam to "draw" an image of what was to be copied directly onto the copier drum. 

Who invented the laser printer and when ?

Abilityforce is a global Salesforce initiative to build the company as a place for employees of all abilities. 
Abilityforce unites people with visible and invisible disabilities, employees with loved ones who are 
disabled, and allies. Abilityforce works to make sure the company's physical and technological 
environments are accessible and designed for all by developing and implementing innovative practices 
that solve customer and employee needs. The aim is to cultivate a culture where all employees feel 
empowered by their abilities and talents, and work to advance our company’s dialogue on accessibility 
and accommodation strategies.

What is Ability Force ?

Winner of April Quiz

Katie Caygill Premsai Balisetty
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For those who still 
haven’t migrated to 
Salesforce Lightning 
Experience, what’s 

the biggest challenge 
you’re facing?

COVID-19 Resources

How to Check Covid 19 Resources Online in India?

The BSE team developed an inhouse Leave Management System for Infoglen employees. This is an upgrade 
from the earlier process of applying for leaves via email. It allows both employees and their supervisors to 
track and manage leaves. It is linked with the ICalendar, where leaves taken by employees are visible along 
with their birthdays and work anniversaries, making the leave management tool a great resource planning 
tool as well.

“The Leave Management System is user friendly, detail oriented with an eye catching interface.”
Saema Fareed (Business Analyst & Project Lead, BSE Team)

Latest News @ Infoglen

Leave Management Tool 

Salesforce has announced Salesforce Learning Paths, which 
powers personalized learning in Salesforce so employees can 
learn in the flow of work, when and where they need it most.

Read More

Salesforce has announced that it has added a Sustainability 
Exhibit to all supplier procurement contracts with a goal of 
reducing the company’s collective carbon footprint. 

Read More

https://sforce.co/3uDfcGu

https://sforce.co/3y5MEr9

https://sforce.co/3fRVzpv

Salesforce and Disney Studios Content has announced a 
five-year innovation partnership to help support Disney 
filmmakers and marketers using the Salesforce platform.

Read More

Salesforce News Feed

Salesforce is ranked #1 CRM provider for the Eighth 
Consecutive Year by International Data Corporation (IDC) in 
its latest Worldwide Semiannual Software Tracker. 

Read More

https://sforce.co/3uDeZmG

https://sforce.co/3o4tfCz

A BIG Shout Out to Yasar, Mrityunjay, Ishu, Mukul, Amritesh, Shanthi, Anu, Ajinath and Ashok for their 
hard work and punctuality, despite the tight timeline for go-live in the Unison project.

Congratulations and Thanks to Alok on receiving amazing feedback for his contributions to the Google 
project. 

Excellent feedback for the Unison team !

Great feedback for Alok !

Infoglen Family

Celebrating Performance

Yasar Ali Hashmi Mrityunjay Sharma

Shanthi Murari Anukeerthi Nimmala

Nikhil Soni Prashant Saxena

Ram

Ajinath Ghule Ashok Patel

Ishu Bansal Mukul Kumar Amritesh Sahu

“We wanted to let you know that the team has worked really hard to Go-Live in Salesforce this week. We 
appreciate the long hours, hard work, and dedication they have put in to get us to this point.   There are 
always obstacles with any roll-out, but they have addressed them quickly and resolved most issues in a 
timely manner.
 
We truly appreciate Yasar and the team and feel they are doing a great job.”

Here is what the client has to say -

Thank You and Congratulations team !!

The client shared -

“I really appreciate your willingness to step up when needed. You symbolize 
"Never Done", which is one of our core values, by always looking for more to 
contribute to. For example, when I asked for a volunteer to run the retrospective 
this week you raised your hand with no reluctance. Along with regular testing 

work you have also been working on development and automation testing. We appreciate your eagerness to 
expand your knowledge.”

Congratulations Nitish for the amazing feedback received from Rapid7. Thank you so much for the efforts 
and dedication to Rapid7’s success on a consistent basis.

Keep up the good work !!

Customer Appreciation for Nitish !

Nitish Verma

Technical Lead- CRM Systems, Rapid7 shared -

“Wanted to let you know the amazing job all the team members are doing picking 
up each other as we continue to work short handed due to COVID and other 
personal related absences the past few Sprints and also the ongoing Sprint. Really 
kudos to all the dev folks and maintenance folks who not only worked on their 

own work but also stepped up to fill in for the work left behind by some of their teammates due to the 
reasons mentioned above.

I would like to take this opportunity to mention Kalyan for the amazing work he has done on the Divvy 
Migration which he did effortlessly but even more when 2 of his teammates left he ensured all the Divvy 
related work got completed without any issues and was ready for deployment and was also available over 
the weekend on standby and checking on us every now and then ensuring that deployment happened 
smoothly.

Really proud of the work ethic displayed by Kalyan and the entire team and I am honored to be part of this 
team.”

Thank you Kalyan for going above and beyond and helping the project selflessly. 

Indranil Mitra, Rapid7, appreciated Kalyan and other Rapid7 team members for the excellent work they 
have been doing.

Cheers !!

Kudos to Kalyan & Rapid7 Team !

The Director of Software Development, Awana, appreciated Nikhil’s technical and 
project leadership as well as Prashant’s contributions to the project. 

Congratulations and Well done !!

Kudos to Nikhil and Prashant for their dedication and 
excellent work to the project and the team.

Great feedback for the Awana Team !

Ramanathan Ramalingam, Chief Marketing Officer, New Delhi

The New Infogleners

Your Favourite Quote : “Nothing Comes From Nothing.” — by Parmenides, 
the father of Metaphysics!

Adjective for yourself starting with the first alphabet of your name : 
Resilient

Top 3 Strengths : Pragmatism, Intelligence & Adaptability

Pawan

Pawan Thapa, Salesforce Consultant, New Delhi

Your Favourite Quote :  “Honesty is the best policy. If I lose my honor, I lose 
myself” - William Shakespeare

Adjective for yourself starting with the first alphabet of your name : 
Peaceful

Top 3 Strengths : Honesty, Peaceful & Patient

Your Favourite Quote : “Take the attitude of a student, never too big to ask 
questions, never know too much to learn something new” - Og Mandino

Adjective for yourself starting with the first alphabet of your name : 
Imaginative

Top 3 Strengths : Never give up, Eager to learn new things, Always ready to 
help

Insha

Insha Jawaid, Sr. Salesforce Consultant, Ghaziabad

Areeb

Areeb Hashmi, Sr. Functional Consultant, Lucknow

Your Favourite Quote : “Stay Hungry Stay Foolish” - Steve Jobs

Adjective for yourself starting with the first alphabet of your name : 
Awesome

Top 3 Strengths : Enthusiastic, Honest & Dedicated

Kalyan Goud

Sneha
Narendraand

C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S

Our Bangalore based team member Narendra got married on 24th April in Kolkata, to Sneha, who is 
from Kolkata and is currently working at Siemens, Bangalore. 

Our Heartiest Congratulations to both the techies on their Wedding.

Have a great life ahead Sneha & Narendra !

On 22 April, Infoglen joined the Earth Day 2021 celebration from home this year. As the second wave of 
COVID-19 surged, it was also important to ensure employee safety. Through the ‘Take Action from Home’ 
campaign, employees were asked to create an Earth Day sign to display in their window or balcony, which 
passersby and neighbours could see. It was a simple yet powerful step to create awareness about Climate 
Change. Employees were also encouraged to take a short and informative quiz on climate change to 
increase their own climate awareness. In case you missed out the quiz, you can take it now: 
https://www.earthday.org/the-climate-change-quiz/

Earth Day 2021

Go to https://www.mygov.in/

Click on ‘Real time updates and Latest information on Covid 19’ section under what’s new column

You will be redirected to a dashboard with information on vaccines, total positive cases etc. Please click 
on the ‘COVID RESOURCES’ tab on the right side of the page

On the redirected page, click on the ‘Resources Tab’

Choose Your city and the required resource type 
from the list

You can now see verified resource availability along 
with the contact details

Struggling to book a slot for vaccination? You can set up 
covid-19 vaccine alert on your phone to get real time
availability of slots in your nearby location. Here’s how you can do it.

Other useful websites :

Open the Paytm app on your phone. Go to the Mini App Store section.

Tap on the Vaccine Finder icon.

Enter your PIN code to check for availability in your area.

Tap on “Search by District” for a broader search.

Sign up for “Notify me when slots are available” in your area.

Covid.army                         Covid19-twitter.in

How To Get Covid Vaccine Alert?

The client shared -

“I just wanted to write you a note acknowledging all the extra work you have been 
handling the last few months without an Admin to assist you. I know that we have 
tried to help support the extra load as well, but frankly, I know that the majority 
of the coverage has fallen on you. I have sent you a very small token of my 

appreciation for all you have taken on this quarter. You are doing a good job in a difficult time Alok, and I 
don't want you to think we don't notice it.

Well done !!

Alok Kumar Mahto

Infoglen Covid Task Force Members

Sharaf Hoda Roshan KandariGeeta Multani

Shoa Jafri Zain Hoda Aamena AhmadFenil Shah

Leaderspeak

I pray this piece finds you and your families in health and 
tranquillity. With more than a year into pandemic, we realize 
how connected we all are. It has taught us to be better humans 
by respecting the need to share and care more.

As knowledge workers, spread-out of the US, Canada, Dubai & 
India we are leveraging our network & resources for 
supporting everyone during these times. 

Being a responsible company we feel it's imperative to have 
safeguards & support-structures to help navigate the crisis 
collectively:

1. Covid Task Force: Set up by Fenil (Head HR), it acts like a 
crisis command center. The team is available 24/7 to support 
everyone in times of need.everyone in times of need.

Salesforce guarantees business continuity through innovation. Their resilience is so infectious that even in 
times of looming uncertainty, the whole ecosystem and certainly Infoglen feels encouraged to step up - be 
more responsible and try to do more for our people. We all have seen the speed with which Work.com & 
Vaccine Cloud was employed to serve communities. We are encouraged by many Infogleners who have been 
a positive force in their respective communities!

We are also improving our processes for an enriching employee experience: 

We are committed to the health & long-term prosperity of everyone associated with Infoglen.

I want to underline that we admire & respect every individual, who even in times of personal loss & distress 
have stood strong and have delivered on their work responsibilities, while at times being a care-giver for 
their loved ones. Your energy is inspiring! Human resilience & scientific temper is already winning!

As a closing note, let me share a thought we envision - a culture which inspires excellence in work & humility 
in world-view. We truly can bring a great positive change in society and the world around us if we pledge to 
excel in our work, are sensitive to the sufferings of others and ask everyday ‘how can I be my better self 
today?’

2. Infoglen Covid Relief Fund: Directed towards medical infrastructure capacity building for 
depressed communities.

The Pandemic & Human Resilience

Monthly Newsletter, Vol 02, Issue 05 - May 2021

Sharaf Hoda
Head of Operations

For the Future Holds Much

A recent addition is the payroll portal which gives us a total control on our investment & thereby the 
taxation.

An Infoglen community "INFOHUB" has been rolled out which hosts our Announcements, Celebrations, 
Leaves & Group discussions among others.

On 21st April, Infoglen had its first All Hands Meet of FY21- Q1. It kicked off with the ice breaker session 
where this time everyone had fun playing Tongue Twisters.

Fenil took everyone through the FY20 updates of People Agenda i.e. Hiring, Training & Development, 
Structured People Connect Framework, Employee Benefits, Employee Engagement, Culture & Philosophy. 
And upcoming plans for FY21 were also shared- Interviewers Empanelment Program, Soft Skills Training, 
People Connect, Payroll, R&R, etc.

In response to the worsening COVID crisis in India, Infoglen has launched a team ‘Info-Covid Task Force’ to 
help Infoglen employees with COVID related support and information, keeping in mind the effect the 
pandemic can have on the mental and physical health of employees and their family members. Here are the 
main initiatives that the ICFT has taken:

Covid Relief Donation Drive - Infoglen is mobilising support of employees and network to raise funds for 
COVID relief. Part of the donations will be directed to Infoglen COVID Relief Fund, using which we will 
provide medical equipment and supplies to hospitals serving the needy in small towns in India; another 
part will be directed to support credible NGOs (Hemkunt, Swasth and Khaana Chahiye), dedicatedly 
working on COVID relief and assistance.

A Ready Roster of Information and FAQs on Food, Medicines, Helpline Numbers for Oxygen, 
Vaccinations, Guidelines, etc. Employees can reach out to any of the Task Force members for specific 
information, in times of need.

Covid Leaves related assistance & other relief measures for employees.

Personal connect with impacted team members.

24*7 Accessibility & Support Helpline in Non - Working Hours. 

Monthly Connect April ‘21

COVID Task Force


